SOUND IDEAS
Constant noise and lack of privacy are common challenges that impact workplace performance. Sound Ideas offer a range of acoustic and tackable products designed to solve noise and display problems. Form and function work together to provide visually interesting installations while reducing ambient noise and increasing workplace productivity.
ACOUSTIC WALL PANELS

Designed to control echo and sound bouncing within a room along with keeping sound contained and blocking it from escaping or entering another room.

ACOUSTIC CEILING PRODUCTS

Clouds and ceiling panels utilize unused space to lower noise levels for loud open spaces.

DECORATIVE TACK

Post information while reducing noise at the same time. Decorative Tack can be used for various applications, such as bulletin boards, tack wings for presentation boards, or display walls.

PARTITION EXTENDERS

Increase the height of system panels and knee walls to add more speech and visual privacy to your space.
SOUND IDEAS PRODUCT LINE

**TACET PANELS**

Dampen noise in the office without compromising on appearance. Tacet panels have an average noise reduction coefficient of .90, with 100% sound absorption at the 50 - 200Hz noise levels. Panels are available in 30”x15” or 15”x15” sizes, and come in 8 standard colors for mix and match configurations.

**TABLE DIVIDERS**

Create individual work areas by providing a divider that assists in blocking visual and audible distractions while giving employees place of their own to attach phone lists, photographs, notes, to-dos and more.

**DISPERSE MOBILE**

Egan Disperse mobiles give you the mobility to influence sounds and reduce noise in open spaces. Front-facing apertures in the surface available in Egan’s wood veneer for the infills, or specify Etex in a number of colors.

**DISPERSE WALLMOUNT**

Thanks to its sound-damping core and surface design, you have enhanced ability to influence sounds, particularly in open spaces.
With open office concepts becoming today’s modern workplace, noise is an increasingly prevalent problem effecting productivity and satisfaction. Sound absorbing wall panels are incredibly effective in combatting noise pollution in the workplace. With Egan, you can design interesting shapes, colors and configurations using reliable panels to drastically drop sound.
We know your space isn’t the same as everyone else’s, and your Sound Idea product don’t have to be either. Whether you need to build around existing infrastructure, cover large wall space, or simply implement your own aesthetic, Egan will help you find a solution.

CUSTOMIZATION

Egan partners with Maharam and Guilford of Maine, to provide a wide range of fabric patterns and colors. Have your own fabric? Send us a sample and we will work with you to customize your Sound Idea product.

EGAN FABRIC PROGRAM

Working Walls panels can be mounted to vertical surfaces in many different ways:

ADHESIVE
Adhere is a simple way to install light weight panels.

IMPALING CLIPS AND ADHESIVE
Impaling Clips are pronged metal plates that screw into the wall with the prongs facing outward. Adhesive is then applied to the back of the panel. The panels are impaled on the pronged plates which will hold them in place while the adhesive dries. 2 to 8 clips will be supplied per panel.

VELCRO HOOK AND LOOP TAPE
Each panel will have the Hook tape pre-attached to the rear. Matching pieces of peel-and-stick Loop tape will be supplied. The Loop tape is attached to the wall, then stapled to the wall. The panels are hung by lining up the Hook with the Loop tape.

MAGNETIC PLATES
Magnetic plates will be attached to the rear of each panel (2 to 8 per panel). The panels can then attach to most metal surfaces.

Z-CLIPS
Metal “Z” shaped clips are attached to the rear of each panel. An equal amount of clips are supplied to attach to the walls. The Z shape allows the clips on the panels to slide down over the clips on the walls. NOTE: A minimum gap of 1” must be left above the panels to leave room for the panels to lift over and slide down onto the wall-attached clips.

PARTITION CLIPS
A universal clip can be supplied that will allow acoustic panels to attach to most new and old partition systems. The panels may have to be “modified” for good clip attachment.
BUILT TO INSPIRE

We facilitate creativity, promote the sharing and capturing of ideas while seamlessly and beautifully complementing the existing workspace. We inspire the minds today, that will inspire the future. We are the blank canvas that gives life to the beginning of an idea

We offer a wide range of well-designed, productivity enhancing products that can be configured and sourced as either self-standing or integrated for a systematic solution that enhance and complement the people, the assets within the work space and provide a blank canvas for ideas to spark.